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JOIN DAVID HIDALGO & LOUIE PEREZ FOR A SPECIAL NIGHT OF ACOUSTIC MUSIC, 
FEATURING CLASSIC HITS AND FAN FAVORITES, 

STAY TUNED FOR NEWS ABOUT THE PAIR’S FORTHCOMING ALBUM, 
THE LONG GOODBYE

In addition to offering a very rare and special duet performance of favorites from their 4 decade 
collaboration, delivered along with stories about how those songs were born and evolved, David Hidalgo 
and Louie Perez will open the floor to questions from the audience.  This show offers a unique 
opportunity to ask about the music and the men who created it firsthand in an intimate and candid forum.  

Stripped down and unassuming, this tour offers a retrospective of more than 30 years of making music 
from one of the most iconic rock bands of our time.  It’s an opportunity to look back and remember but 
more a chance to look forward with anticipation. 

The Hidalgo sons, David Hidalgo Jr. (percussions) and Vincent Hidalgo (on bass) will be joining their 
father on stage, to make these shows a most memorable event. Special regional moderators will be 
added to each evening, making each show a unique experience. 

It began in high school: David Hidalgo and Louie Pérez became friends and started writing songs after 
school. Now, more than 30 years later, the front men of the distinguished East L.A. rock group Los Lobos 
bring it full circle and treat audiences to a songwriting showcase and acoustic performance.

Pérez has been considering this acoustic outing for years, ever since he heard Steve Earle do a solo 
showcase at the famed McCabe’s Guitar Shop in L.A.  The performance was stunning, Pérez recalls, still 
awed by his memory of the mood Earle created using just his rough-as-tree-bark voice, one wooden 
guitar and his incredible tunes.  The time has come and it will be a show not to miss. 

The current list of confirmed 2010 David Hidalgo and Louie Pérez tour dates is as follows:

01/14/10     Boulton Center Bay Shore, NY   
01/15/10     Lincoln Center For Performing Arts New York, NY
01/16/10     South Orange PAC South Orange, NJ
01/17/10     Tupelo Music Hall Londonderry, NH

###

For more information on David Hidalgo and Louie Pérez, please contact Whitecrowe 
Kimiko Tokita/James Webber

Kimiko@whitecrowe.net  / james@whitecrowe.net
Ph: 512/358-8508

For media resources visit http://gonzolandia.com/releases/TheLongGoodbye/epk
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